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ORACLE PRIMAVERA

Oracle’s Primavera P6
EPPM Team Member

INTRODUCTION

The Oracle’s Primavera P6 Team Member interfaces are
designed for team members to record status from any location
using a simple interface. Options include an iPad/iPhone
application, Android application, a separate PrimaveraP6 Team
Member Web interface, and email statusing. These options
provide quick, convenient, and easy access to assigned tasks
using the platform or device that best suits your line of work
such as resources in the field, field supervisors, and other
resource

OVERVIEW
Accurate project status is critical to the success of any project and capturing the information directly
from the people doing the work is the best way to ensure your schedule reflects the true progress.

 Easily update tasks

 Capture progress via a
timesheet interface

 View and update steps,
Codes, notebooks and User
defined fields

 View predecessor and
successor tasks, documents

 Easily filter the task list by
timeframe or simple search

 Quick, convenient and easy
access for Team Members to
status their work

 View only the work assigned
to you

 Review and approval of
updates to ensure project
integrity

 Update tasks offline when no
internet connection is
available using the
iPad/iPhone app



FEATURES & BENEFITS

 Email Statusing

Email statusing enables users
to: Request a filtered list of
your current tasks through
email or receive an email from
the project manager.

Update tasks by simply
replying and making status
updates within the email

 Project Management anytime,
anywhere

A flexible web-based user
interface gives the project
team the ability to access
project information from any
device. Team Member
interfaces include iPad iPhone
application, Android
application, a separate
Primavera P6 Team Member
Web interface (optimised to
run on a tablet) and an email
statusing option so that team
members can quickly and
easily update statuses.

 Improve collaboration in your
Projects

Facilitate team-based
collaboration to improve
decision making, streamline
coordination and improve
efficiency within your project
team

Unite project teams and
stakeholders with a host of
collaboration and feedback
capabilities.

 Project Controls

Primavera P6 provides the
ability to determine what
fields are updated with the
Team Member interfaces.

It also provides the capability
to stage updates for approvals
and track all update history for
easy reference

 Easy Configuration options

Flexible project configuration
options are available to
determine which fields are
visible to team members for
updating. These option not
only ensure that there is the
right level of control, but
promote simple adoption of
enterprise project portfolio
best practices.

 Approval Process

As team members provide
status updates the projects
control group need an
efficient way to manage and
review these updates as well
as collaborate with project
team members

All pending updates can be
viewed with the ability to
make decisions to approve,
hold updates for clarification
or override data. This allows
visibility of all updates and
ensured the integrity of the
schedule

 History of Changes

The projects controls group
can monitor the history of
Team Member updates
including who submitted the
change, when it was
submitted, who approved it,
when it was approved as well
as the data that was updated.
This allows the control group
to increase project success
rate and improve schedule
integrity by analysing change
history and proactively
troubleshooting discrepancies

 Track progress and gain
insights

Timely and accurate project
information to identify
potential problems faster.
Track, capture and analyse the
time team members spend on
project-based work by
providing them with their
tasks automatically populated
with their own assignments
across all projects.

 Secure system

The powerful security features
on Primavera EPPM protects
your data from unauthorised
changes and only allows users
with appropriate permissions
to access project related
information.

RELATED PRODUCTS RELATED SERVICES

 Primavera Risk Analysis

 Primavera Analytics

 Primavera Web Services

 Primavera Portfolio Mgment

 Primavera Gateway

 Primavera Unifier

 Oracle Primavera Training

 Application Consultancy

 Integration Consultancy

 Health Checks

FIND OUT MORE
Contact one of our expert
advisors today for more
information or a product demo.
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